
QUALITY
The guarantee of robust, efficient and long lasting equipment built with 

the very best materials and components compliant with EEC regulations.

FLEXIBILITY
The guarantee of an accurate and personalized design based on the 

customer’s needs.
The possibility of being able to process several types of products with 

easily convertible solutions. 

RELIABILITY
The guarantee of more than 60 years of experience in the packaging 

field for caps, closures and containers.

IN ITALY,  SINCE 1949

Lamfi Equipment is a family firm based in Prato (Italy), an industrial area just 20 
km away from Florence (Tuscany), in a new facility acquired in 2007.

The company’s expertise is dated back to 1949 when LA.M.FI. (The Mechanics of 
Florence)  was initially founded to operate in the metal work and packaging fields. 

Around the end of 1970, LAMFI split in two branches: one for bottles and 
containers filling equipment and the other for embossing and assembling 
equipment for caps and closures.

Year by year Lamfi kept consolidating its position and got more and more 
specialized with equipments for assembling closure and containers, becoming  

in 1999 what we nowadays are: Lamfi Equipment Srl.

We are world citizens!
Export  is main part of our turnover.

LAMFI Equipment srl

Via Lodz, 51 - 59100 Prato / ITALY
Phone (+39) 0574 700191
Fax (+39) 0574 700192

info@lamfi.com
www.lamfi.com

In Italy, since 1949.
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LINING/WADDING MACHINESLInIng/WAddIng mAchInEs

A wide range of lining equipment for any kind of cap and  closure  with 
size from 20 to 120 mm and output from 7.000 up to 60.000 caps per hour.

The wadding process can be performed either by punching the seal out 
of the tape or by pre-cut liner where the seals are already cut into the 
proper shape.

Our machines can also put inside the closure two liners at the same 
time, the first by pre-cut and the second one punched out of tape. 
The liner can be punched into any shape: Round, o-ring, donut, Pull-tab, 

Tri-tab. Facilities for Video inspection & Glue options .

Fast job change with our “quick set packages”.

AssEmBLIng mAchInEs

A wide range of assembling equipment for any kind of cap, closure 
and container,  with size from 20 to 120 mm and output from 7.000 
up to 60.000 caps per hour.

Multi piece assembly from 2 to 6 parts. 

The assembling can be performed by pressure or by screwing  with 
design and construction of machines highly customized. 

Facilities for Video inspection.  
Fast job change with our “quick set packages”.

ASSEMBLING MACHINES sPEcIAL mAchInEs

Labelling units with welding technology made to guarantee a safety 
seal on five gallon closures.

closing units purposely designed to close flip top closures with 
a hammer stroke system. 

Pick and place systems.  Leak testing units.

SPECIAL MACHINES


